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Abstract 
Synthesis tools used in specific design steps work according to specific syn
thesis methodologies. This fact can be exploited to develop automatic and 
efficient post-synthesis verification support for such tools. The paper discusses 
the development of automatic post-synthesis verification support for a high 
level synthesis step. The higher order logic theorem proving system HOL is 
used to define formal hardware models, to define an implementation relation 
between these models, and to develop the verification procedure. The devel
opment of the verification procedure is divided in two tasks: {1) proving in 
an interactive pre-synthesis step a correctness lemma, which holds for each 
synthesis result and {2) developing an automatic post-synthesis verification 
procedure which allows to instantiate the correctness lemma for concrete syn
thesis results. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

We address the task of providing automatic post-synthesis verification support 
for a synthesis step. The step is part of a design flow which is defined as a 
transformation between hardware models. This aims at using different tools 
performing the same design step in a consistent way. 

The scenario is as follows. A design step is characterized as an implementa
tion relation between two hardware models, which defines the correctness of a 
resulting model with respect to an initial model. The consistency of the design 
step with the design flow is defined with respect to these models. A design 
tool performing this design step compiles an input specification to an output 
implementation description both given in terms of (a) hardware description 
language(s). The hardware descriptions can be mapped to the formal hard-
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ware models. The tool provides additional information that helps to check 
the required relation between the hardware models. This forms the basis for 
developing verification support. 

Our general procedure for providing verification support for a design step 
is as follows. First, two formal hardware models for the two different levels of 
behaviour are defined using the HOL system (Gordon & Melham 1993). Then 
it is formally defined under which condition a resulting model is a correct im
plementation of the initial model. If this implementation relation cannot be 
checked automatically we exploit knowledge about the synthesis step and the 
additional information provided by synthesis tools performing the synthesis 
step. Initial model, resulting model, and additional information are related. 
A correctness lemma is proved in HOL which says under which conditions, 
which arise from the synthesis methodology, correctness can be guaranteed 
(pre-synthesis work). We then develop an automatic post-synthesis verifica
tion procedure in HOL, which if applied to a concrete synthesis result proves 
or refutes that the conditions sufficient for correctness hold (post-synthesis 
work). If the conditions hold, the correctness lemma is instantiated and cor
rectness is proved. If not, the synthesis result is rejected. For reasons of effi
ciency of post-synthesis work, additional versions of parts of the procedure are 
implemented in SML (HOL is implemented in SML) and in the C program
ming language. It is defined by switches, which version is to be used. Efficiency 
is increased by performing less parts within the "safe" HOL logic. For each 
tool, which is to be supported by the procedure, hardware descriptions and 
additional information provided by the tool must be formally captured by 
mapping the descriptions to the formal models and the formal representation 
of the additional information. 

We here discuss the development of post-synthesis verification support for a 
high level synthesis step, which translates a data flow description to a register 
transfer description (Gajski, Dutt, Wu & Lin 1992, Camposano & Wolf 1991). 
Additional information provided by the high level synthesis tools consists of 
scheduling and allocation results. For the verification support the hardware 
models are defined, the correctness lemma is proved, and the verification pro
cedure is developed. The practicability of our approach has been turned out 
by working with three concrete scenarios (the same verification support is 
used in all three scenarios): 

a) Data flow specification as well as register transfer level implementation 
description are given in terms of the hardware description language VHDL. 
The high level synthesis task is performed by the SUSAN tool (Achatz 1993). 
For mapping the VHDL descriptions and SUSAN protocol files containing 
scheduling and allocation information to our formal representations we have 
used a deep embedding approach using the CLaReT (Computer Language 
Reasoning Tool) developed at Cambridge, UK (Boulton 1997). Deep embed
ding means the formal capture of the language at the syntactical level. This 
allows reasoning about the semantics definitions. 

b) High level synthesis tasks are performed by the AMI CAL high level 
synthesis tool (Kission, Ding & Jerraya 1994). Specification, scheduling and 
allocation results are translated by hand into our formal representations. This 
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will later also be done by deep embedding. These experiments go in the di
rection of extending our models and verification procedure to cover control 
dominated applications. 

c) The data flow description of an algorithm for computing the inverse 
kinematic solution (IKS) in robotics (Leung & Shanblatt 1989) has been used 
to get a data flow specification. The register transfer level behaviour has been 
extracted by hand from the microprogram and from the logic level structure 
given in (Leung & Shanblatt 1989). Our verification support has been used 
to detect errors while extracting the register transfer model, which now forms 
the basis for a reimplementation of the IKS chip using a different clocking 
scheme and a different interconnection structure. 

While these are applications of the high level synthesis verification support, 
we here focus on the development of this support •. 

Verification support for a design step can be obtained by applying known 
verification methods (McMillan 1994) or by providing a common formal tool 
framework with specific verification support (Wagner 1993). It is considered as 
an advantage, that post-synthesis verification is possible without knowledge 
about the underlying synthesis algorithms. On the other hand, this lack of 
information may lead to complexity problems. Furthermore, hardware models 
provided by such frameworks must be restricted in order to enable automatic 
verification. 

(Knapp & Winslett 1992) presents a complex framework based on higher 
order logic, which is useful for embedding high level synthesis tools and de
scribing the high level design step. But because of the complexity of the frame
work only consistency checks could be automated and automatic verification 
was not supported. Another promising approach is to have full control over 
the synthesis process. Each synthesis step is formally modelled. Such formal 
synthesis approaches often use systems based on higher order logic, e.g. VERI
TAS (Hanna, Daeche & Longley 1989), LAMBDA (Finn, Fourman, Francis & 
Harris 1989), HOL (Larsson 1995, Eisenbiegler, Blumenrohr & Kumar 1996), 
and ISABELLE (Basin & Friedrich 1996). A formal synthesis step often in
volves solving a verification task, so that some proofs have been performed 
pre-synthesis and some proofs have to be performed post-synthesis. This is 
very similar to our approach. We also exploit the knowledge about formal 
aspects of synthesis steps but we do not have to interfere with the synthesis 
tools. This is a well known advantage of post-synthesis verification methods. 
On the other hand, our approach has a disadvantage: because of the lack of 
control over perferming synthesis steps it is not guaranteed that the verifica
tion procedure can prove or refute the correctness of the synthesis result. If 
our procedure fails, more general but less efficient post-synthesis verification 
methods have to be applied. 

High level synthesis results are often assumed to be correct by construc
tion. In (Ugurdag & Fuhrman 1996) it is mentioned that an industry designer 
can never rely on such an assumption. At least validation or better verifi
cation with respect to executable models derived from hardware description 
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languages must be done. Therefore, we support executable hardware models, 
which easily may form the basis for formal semantics of hardware description 
languages. The result of a high level synthesis step is the specification per
formed by a succeeding design step. We have to guarantee that correctness 
criteria for both steps use the same semantics of the common description. This 
is another good reason for proving correctness with respect to the common 
hardware models. 

The remaining paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces our hard
ware models for data flow descriptions and for register transfer level descrip
tions. It is formally defined when a register transfer level descriptions is a 
correct implementation of a data flow specification. Section 3 sketches the 
pre-synthesis proof, which introduced conditions sufficient for correctness. 
It exploits the knowledge about the relationship between data flow, regis
ter transfers, and scheduling and allocation results. Section 4 explains how 
the post-synthesis verification procedure is implemented in HOL and how ad
ditional versions in SML and in C are introduced in order to get verification 
support with reasonable execution times. 

2 HARDWARE MODELS 

2.1 Preliminaries 
The HOL logic is a version of Church's Simple Type Theory with two addi
tions: types can contain variables (i.e. can be polymorphic), and the Axiom of 
Choice is built in via Hilbert's e-operator (Gordon 1985). Reasoning in higher 
order logic with these additions has turned out to be a proper way to develop 
hardware verification methods. 

f- indicates a theorem proved with the HOL system. All other equations 
given in this paper are introduced as axioms. if t then t1 else t2 is the notation 
for conditionals. t:u denotes a term t of type u. 'a, 'bare type variables, which 
can be replaced by any concrete types. 

Our hardware model terms are of first order. On the other hand it is very 
useful to be able to deal with higher order logic (mostly second order) in order 
to develop and prove hardware model term rewriting rules and to support 
definitions by using higher order patterns. 

For example, the fact that a predicate P on elements of a set is either 
satisfied by exactly one element or by no element is represented by the higher 
order pattern PC applied to P ('a represents a type which represents a set of 
elements): 

'v'(P: 'a -+ bool). [ PCP = (3!x. P x) V ('v'x.-, P x) ] 

Another pattern H is applied to such a predicate P. It selects the unique 
element of the type inserted for 'a- if it exists- and returns the value of the 
type inserted for 'b obtained by applying a function f to this element. If no 
element satisfies P a default value v is returned: · 

'v'(P: 'a -+ bool) (f: 'a -+ 'b) (v: 'b). 
[ H P f v = if (3!x. P x) then let w = (ex. P x) in f w else v ] 
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We now present our formal data flow model and our formal register transfer 
model. The models are parameterized, which means that types and functions 
of concrete models are represented by variables (type variables and globally 
quantified variables, resp.). Concrete models, obtained by instantiating the 
variables of the parameterized models, are executable. 

The model functions are defined in two stages. First, formal models accord
ing to usual representations of hardware behaviour at the specific levels are 
introduced (data flow graph and register transfers, resp.). Second, it is defined 
how values are computed from these representations. After that, we define 
when a register transfer model correctly implements a data flow model: the 
execution of the two models must result in the same values for corresponding 
output objects (data flow variables and registers, resp.). 

2.2 Data Flow Models (DFMs) 

Up to now, we only model single-assignment basic blocks, which can be repre
sented by directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). This is sufficient for the scenarios 
we are dealing with. Fig. 1 shows the DAG and the definitions of the concrete 
data flow model for an example. 

single-assignment 
basic blocJi 

d :-a+ b; 
e :- ... ; 
1 :•d+ e; 

concrete data flow model Wllm) 

OPS • +1 I +2 I ... 

PORTS • IN1 IIN2 I OUT 
VARS • a I b I dIe I I I ... 

outvar e 
outvar 1 

flow +21N1- d 

IIOW+21N2 • e 

IIOW+20UT -f 

opfn +2 - (l.a b. a + b) 

Figure 1 Example xdfm: DAG of a single-assignment basic block 

A concrete data flow model introduces enumeration types OPS (data flow 
operations), PORTS (operand and result positions for an operation), and 
VARS (data flow variables). Up to now we only use a fixed set of PORTS 
(only binary operations with one result). The DAG is formally represented by 
a function flow which maps operation ports to variables. The function per
formed by an operation is defined by opfn. outvar identifies variables (called 
output variables) occurring in statements succeeding the basic block assign
ments. From the single-assignment requirement it follows that each variable 
is either associated with exactly one output port of an operation (then called 
assigned variable) or it is not associated with any output port (then called 
input variable, identified by the derived function invar:'VARS -+ bool). As an 
example of using our higher order pattern PC we give the formal definition of 
this requirement in the parameterized data flow model (dfm abbreviates the 
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collection of variables which are instantiated for a concrete DFM, for example 
xdfm in fig.l): 

Vdfm v. PC (Aop. (v = flow op OUT)) 
flow:'OPS ~ PORTS ~ 'VARS is part of dfm. A concrete DFM replaces the 
type variables 'OPS and 'VARS by enumeration types OPS and VARS, resp., 
and defines the mapping flow:OPS ~ VARS ~ VARS consistent with the 
single-assignment basic block and DAG properties (in fig.l the collection of 
instantiations is abbreviated by xdfm). 

2.3 Computing values from DFMs 

Data flow variables represent values. In the parameterized model, the set of 
values is represented by the type variable 'dfvalue. In the concrete example 
model of fig. 1 the type variable is replaced by num, which represents the set 
of natural numbers. 

The value of a variable is defined by the function varvai:DFM ~ 'VARS ~ 
'dfvalue (DFM represents the type of a DFM): 

Vdfm v. [ varval dfm v = H (Aop. (v = flow op OUT)) 
(Aop. (opfn op) (varval dfm (flow op IN I)) 

(varval dfm (flow op IN2))) 
( varinit v) ] 

The value of an assigned variable is computed by applying the binary function 
of the assigning operation to the values of the operand variables. The value 
of an input variable is symbolically defined using the function varinit: 'VARS 
~ 'dfvalue. The recursion is well founded because the DAG property of data 
flow graphs prevents cyclic data dependencies. 

In a concrete DFM varinit may be introduced as a constant (then the values 
of input variables remain symbolic) or it may be introduced as a mapping to 
concrete values. The execution of the model then result in symbolic values 
or concrete values, resp. For the example xdfm, computing the value of the 
assigned variable f results in 

varval xdfm f = varval xdfm d + varval xdfm e = 
(varval xdfm a + varval xdfm b) + ... = 
(varinit a + varinit b) + ... 

This forms our basic data flow model. It was sufficient to deal with data flow 
representations in the three scenarios mentioned in the introduction, i.e. we 
easily could map the three different data flow description styles to our common 
formal model. 

2.4 Register Transfer Models (RTMs) 

In a register transfer two operand values are fetched from registers (type 
REGS), they are then combined in a module (type MODS), and the result 
is written back to a register. Buses (type BUSS) are used to transfer values 
between modules and registers. At this level of behaviour it is just defined, 
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when values are transferred between modules and registers via buses but it is 
not relevant how this is implemented. Time is measured in terms of control 
steps, which are represented by natural numbers (type num). By default, there 
are no transfers in control step 0. A control step consists of six successive 
phases: 

R-tB 
B-tM 
M-tM 

M-tB 
B-tR 
R-tR 

values at register output ports are transferred to buses 
values at buses are transferred to module input ports 
results of combining values at module input ports 
are placed at module output ports 
values at module output ports are transferred to buses 
values at buses are transferred to register input ports 
values at register input ports are stored and transferred 
to register output ports 

Modules start computation as soon as operand values become available. The 
function of a module m combining the operand values is defined by modfn m. 
Computation may finish in the same control step or in a succeeding control 
step. This delay in terms of control steps of a module m is given by delay m. 

Storing a value available at a register input port and providing it at the 
registers output port happens in the same control step. If no value is placed 
at a register input port the register keeps its old value. 

While the timing of module computations and register operations is given 
by their general functionality, the timing of transfers between ports and buses 
must be defined in a concrete register transfer model abbreviated by rtm. Four 
transfer predicates R_to_B, B_to_M, M_to_B, and B_to_R are part of rtm. For 
example, R_to_B r b cs represents transfers in phase R-tB. It is satisfied if 
and only if the value of register r is placed at bus b in control step cs (in 
phase R-tB by default). Fig. 2 show registers, buses and a module as well as a 
condition valid for one register transfer for our working example abbreviated 
by xrtm. The dashed lines represent transfers of values and are annotated with 
control steps. 

concrete register transfer model (lamJ 

REGISTERS- Rtl R21 ... 
MODULES • ADD I .. . 
BUSES • Bt I B2 I .. . 

delay(ADD) • 1 
modln(ADO) - (l.a b. a + b) 

one register transfer 

(R_to_B Rt Bt 5) A 
(B_to_M 81 ADD INI 5) A 
(R_to_B R2 82 5) A 
(B_to_M B2 ADD IN2 5) , 
(M_to_B ADD 81 6) ' 
(B_to_R 81 Rt 6) 

r-~ 

6: Lsf---1 ~ 
I I 81 15 t I I 5I_..__B2 

61 IN~5 IN2 

I ADD 

I 

Figure 2 Example xrtm: one register transfer 
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2.5 Computation of Register Values 

Registers store values computed by modules. The type of values is represented 
by 'rtvalue. Register ports, module ports, and buses are called signals. Values 
can be placed at signals. A resolution function computes the resolved value of 
a signal as a combination of all values placed at the signal at the same time. 
We use two special constants DISC:'rtvalue and ILLG:'rtvalue to represent the 
situation that no value is placed and the situation that the resolved value 
is illegal, resp. Up to now we use a resolution function where it's considered 
illegal if more than one value is placed at a signal at the same time. The def
initions which define how signal values are computed are mutually recursive. 
We here just sketch out the definitions. 

Let rtm abbreviate the collection of variables which are instantiated for 
a concrete RTM. regval rtm r cs represents the value at the output port of 
register r in the R-tR phase of control step cs. It depends on the value of 
buses in the B-+R phase, computed by busvaLwrite. The value of the register 
r is the resolved value of all values of buses b in control step cs satisfying 
B_to_R b r cs. If no bus satisfies the transfer predicate, register r keeps the 
value of the previous control step. regval rtm r 0 is the initial value of the 
register symbolically represented by reginit r (reginit is part of rtm). 

busvaLwrite rtm b cs represents the value at the bus bin the B-+R phase of 
control step cs. It's the resolved value of output port values in control step cs 
of modules m satisfying M_to_B m b cs. 

modval rtm m cs represents the value at the output port of module m in the 
M-+B phase of control step cs. It's computed by combining the values at the 
modules input ports in the M-tM phase of control step cs - delay m. 

modvaUn rtm m p cs represents the value at the input port p of module m 
in the M-+M phase of control step cs. It's the resolved value of values in the 
B-tM phase of the control step cs of buses b satisfying B_to_M b m p cs. 

busvaLread rtm b cs represents the value at the bus b in the B-tM phase 
of control step cs. It's the resolved value of output port values in the R-tB 
phase of control step cs of registers r satisfying R_to_B m b cs. The value of a 
register output port in the R-+B phase of control step cs is equal to its value 
in the R-+R phase of control step cs - 1. 

The mutually recursive definition of register values is well- founded because 
the control step parameter value is decreasing in a recursion and limited by 
control step value 0. As an example, we present the computation of the value 
of the register Rl in the R-tR phase of control step 6 according to the register 
transfer model xrtm given in fig.2. We assume, that the transfer predicate 
definitions do not involve resource conflicts (illegal values). 
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transfer predicates satisfied 
(B_to_R Bl Rl 6) 

(M_to_B ADD Bl 6) 
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busvaLwrite xrtm Bl 6 = 
modval xrtm ADD 6 = 
modvaiJn mm ADD INl 5 + (modfn ADD= +. delay ADD=l) 

modvaLin xrtm ADD IN2 5 = 
busvaLread xrtm Bl 5 + 
busvaLread xrtm 82 5 = 
regval xrtm Rl 4 + 

regval xrtm R2 4 

(B_to_M Bl ADD INl 5, ... ) 

(R_to_B 82 ADD IN2 5, ... ) 

2.6 Correct Register Transfer Implementation 

We now define when a RTM correctly implements a DFM. The intuition 
behind correctness is that data flow variables represent values and registers 
store these values. We have to guarantee that the registers associated with 
data flow output variables at the end of execution of the register transfers 
store the values represented by the data flow variables. To associate registers 
with variables the function raii:VARS-+REGS must be defined for a concrete 
synthesis result. For the correctness issue from an external point of view, 
rail only needs to be defined for input variables and output variables. This 
is partial information from the register allocation result determined by high 
level synthesis abbreviated by his. We later will exploit the complete result, 
where rail is defined for all variables and where the scheduling result allows 
to relate the recursive definition of data flow variable values and the recursive 
definition of register values. 

The infix relation valeq, which is also part of his, defines, when a register 
transfer value correctly implements a data flow value (this forms our data 
abstraction mechanism). In our example we simply use equality: 

'v'.b..!i. 'v'dfv rtv. [ dfv valeq rtv = (dfv = rtv) ] 

The initial values of input variables must be implemented by the initial values 
of the associated registers. This requirement is represented by 

'v'dfm rtm his. [ I NIT _CONDITION dfm rtm his= 
'v'v.invar v:::? ((varinit v) valeq (reginit (rail v)))] 

Correctness is defined with respect of the final results of evaluating a data flow 
graph and executing register transfers. cs_max is the control step of the last 
completion of a register transfer (cs_max is part of rtm). After this control step 
the values of the registers associated with output variables must implement 
the values of these output variables. 

'v'dfm nm h.!i. 
[ CORRECTNESS dfm rtm .b..!i = 

I NIT _CONDITION dfm rtm his :::? 
('v'v. outvar v :::? (varval v) valeq (regval (rail v) cs.max)))] 
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We shortly discuss approaches that may be used for checking such a condi
tion. The correctness definition reflects the condition relevant from an external 
point of view. Usual approaches are based on parallel symbolic simulation of 
data flow model and register transfer model (Claesen, Proesmans, Verlind & 
DeMan 1990, Monahan & Brewer 1995). Such approaches run into problems, if 
the symbolic terms derived and to be compared do not match exactly, so that 
these methods may need manual support. If data values are encoded, finite 
state machine (FSM) models can be extracted and symbolic FSM equiva
lence checkers based on BDDs can be applied. These methods often use some 
abstraction mechanisms, otherwise they run into complexity problems, e.g. 
(Bhagwati & Devadas 1994, Lewin, Lorenz & Ur 1996). Another technique 
especially used for handling the state space explosion problem when verify
ing processors is Abstraction Mapping (Abadi & Lamport 1991) expanding 
the definitions of specification and implementation description. This results 
in large if-then-else expressions, which are compared by performing case anal
ysis. This idea is translated in a proof methodology in (Cyrluk 1996). These 
approaches are very good, if they can work automatic and if the complexity 
can be handled in a reasonable time. 

Our approach goes a different way. It exploits the knowledge about the 
synthesis methods and the knowledge about the expected relationship between 
specification and implementation description. 

The task is to derive conditions sufficient for correctness in a pre-synthesis 
verification step. The conditions can easily be tested post-synthesis for con
crete synthesis results. The pre-synthesis work is done my manipulating the 
parameterized models, i.e. there is no symbolic simulation to be performed 
post-synthesis. 

The idea behind pre-synthesis work is as follows. First, the recursion scheme 
of the parameterized register transfer model is made similar to the recur
sion scheme of the parameterized data flow model. This is possible by tak
ing scheduling and allocation results into consideration. Here, we exploit the 
knowledge about the high level synthesis paradigm common to all high level 
synthesis tools addressed so far. Then, assuming the absence of resource con
flicts allows us to further simplify the parameterized register transfer model. 
After that, the correspondence of the values computed for data flow vari
ables and for registers is shown by induction based on the similarities of the 
recursion schemes. By assuming additional stability conditions on registers 
associated with output variables, correctness can finally be deduced, i.e. each 
concrete synthesis result satisfying the collection of conditions is correct. 
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3 PRE-SYNTHESIS VERIFICATION PART 

3.1 Scheduling and allocation results 

Scheduling and allocation results allow to relate values of all variables and 
values of assigned registers. Fig. 3 illustrates the functions that represent 
scheduling and allocation results by referring to our working example. 

concrete high level 
synthesis result~) 

~ rail d = R1 
ralle-R2 
rail f = R1 

ball •2 IN1 = B1 

ball •2 IN2 • B2 

ball +2 OUT • B1 

mall •2=ADD 

osch •2 = 5 

flow I 

rail 

M delay ADD~ 1 y modfn ADD=+ 

Figure 3 Example xhls: scheduling and allocation functions 

Scheduling and allocation results are represented by four functions. Each 
(not only input and output) data flow variable is mapped to a registers (rail: 
VARS --+ REGS) storing the associated value, each operation is mapped to a 
module (mall: OPS --+ MODS) executing the operation and the start control 
step of execution (osch: OPS --+ num), and each operation port is mapped 
to a bus used to transfer a value between a register port and a module port 
(ball: OPS --+ PORTS --+ BUSS). his abbreviates the functions introduced for 
a concrete synthesis result. 

Scheduling and allocation information together with the data flow speci
fication determine the register transfers, i.e. we have a required relationship 
between a data flow model dfm, a register transfer model rtm and scheduling 
and allocation results his. For example, the value of a register r has to be 
transferred to a bus b in a control step cs if and only if the start of the execu
tion of an operation op is scheduled for cs combining the value of an operand 
variable associated with the register r and if bus b is allocated for transferring 
the operand value. The corresponding requirement on a relation between a 
data flow model, a register transfer model, and a high level synthesis result 
is: 

Vdfm rtm h.§. [ R_to_B_REQUIREMENT dfm rtm his = 
Vr b cs. [ R_to_B r b cs = 3op p. ((p = INl) V (p = IN2)) A 

(rail (flow op p) = r) /1. 
(ball (flow op p) = b) /1. 
(osch op = cs)]] 
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We formulate similar requirements for the other transfer predicates. Assum
ing these requirements we can replace the transfer predicate symbols in the 
parameterized register transfer model. This introduces flow in the register 
transfer model. 

So, the first pre-synthesis verification step was to formulate a requirement, 
which arise from the high level synthesis paradigm. Assuming this requirement 
allows to make the mutually recursive equations defining register values more 
similar to the single recursive equation defining the value of the data flow vari
ables. For a concrete synthesis result, we have to check that the requirement 
in fact is satisfied (post-synthesis work). 

We now introduce a condition under which the mutually recursive equations 
that define register values can be replaced by a single recursive equation. 

3.2 Resource Conflicts 

While in the general register transfer model it is possible that more than one 
value is placed at a signal at the same time, this always would result in an 
illegal value at the signal. Such resource conflicts have to be prevented in 
any case. We therefore formulate conditions under which the absence of such 
conflicts can be proved. This is obtained by requiring that transfer predicates 
have the PC property (see 2.1) with respect to signals, i.e. that they are 
satisfied for a unique signal or not satisfied for any signal in a control step. 

For example, the following condition implies the absence of conflicts for 
buses in the R--tB phase of a control step: 

'v'dfm rtm his. [ NO_READ_BUS_CONFLICTS dfm rtm his = 
'v'b cs. PC {k R_to_B r b cs)] 

With this assumption and corresponding assumptions preventing other po
tential resource conflicts it is not difficult to derive a single recursive equation 
defining register values according to the scheme 

1- 'v'dfm rtm his. conditions => 
[ 'v'r cs. [ regval r cs = 

... modfn (regval ri cs') (regval ri cs') ... reginit r ]] 

ri and ri are registers storing operand values used to compute a new value for 
register r. 

3.3 Module Operations 

We now assume, that the modules correctly implement the operations they 
have to execute. To check this assumption would involve to check that a 
register transfer operation correctly implements an data flow operation. We 
currently support two cases, where the check is performed pre-synthesis: (1) 
register transfer operation and data flow operation have to be the same - as 
in our example, and (2) register transfer operations operate on bit vectors 
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and data flow operations operate on natural numbers (Mutz 1994). We here 
assume the first case: 

'v'dffn rtfn. [ dffn fneq rtfn = (dffn = rtfn) J 

This allows to replace module functions by data flow operation functions in 
the definition of register values. 

3.4 Result values and Operand values 

cs_def v denotes the control step, in which the value of variable v is computed 
and written to the register given by rail v. It is the sum of the control step 
when the operation computing v is scheduled and of the delay of the module 
executing this operation. 

With the conditions introduced so far we derive from the recursion univer
sally quantified over registers a recursion universally quantified over data flow 
variables: 

1- 'v'dfm rtm his. conditions ::} 
'v'v. ( regval (rail v) (cs_def v) = 

... regval (rail v;) ((osch op)-1) ... reginit (rail v) J 

op is the operation assigning to variable v. v; is an operand variable. The right 
hand side represents the value of the operand register in the control step when 
the operation is scheduled. The register value recursion scheme is now closer 
to the corresponding recursion scheme of the data flow behaviour, which is 

'v'dfm. 'v'v. [ varval v = ... varval v; ... varinit v J 

The theorem derived so far guarantees that the right registers are used to 
provide operand values. We now have to show, that the registers contain the 
right values. A first necessary condition is that each data flow value is stored 
in a register before any operation using this value is scheduled (this condition 
is defined by OPERANDSJN_TIME dfm rtm his). FUrthermore, it has to be 
ensured that no value is overwritten in a register before its last use by an 
operation (this condition is defined by NQ_REGISTER_OVERLAPS dfm rtm 
~). With these additional conditions we can derive the following recursion 
scheme: 

1- 'v'dfm rtm his. conditions ::} 
'v'v. [ regval (rail v) (cs_def v) 

... regval (rail v;) (cs_def v;) ... reginit (rail v) J 

where cs_def v; replaces (osch op) - 1, i.e. time of usage is replaced by time 
of definition. 

3.5 Correspondence of data flow values and register values 

Now, the correspondence of data flow variable values and the values of the 
associated registers in the control step when these values are written is proved 
by induction. This leads to: 
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'ltdfm rtm his. conditions=> 'ltv. [ (varval v) = (regval (rail v) (cs_def v)) ] 

Now, the correctness theorem is almost completed. We finally have to guar
antee, that register values of output variables are never overwritten (this con
dition is defined as OUTPUTS..STABLE Qfm r1!!!. ~). 

With the conditions assumed so far and the stability condition it is proved 
that the value of a register of an output variable at the control step of writing 
the output variable value is equal to the value of the register at the last 
relevant control step cs_max. With this theorem, the correctness lemma is 
proved: 

r 'ltQfm rtm hJ1. conditions=> CORRECTNESS dfm r1!!!. ~ 

We now have a collection of conditions, which are sufficient for correctness of 
a high level synthesis result. The conditions directly are motivated from the 
high level synthesis paradigm. This result was proved for the parameterized 
models and therefore holds for each concrete synthesis result. Therefore, we 
only need to prove for each concrete synthesis result, that the conditions hold 
for the concrete synthesis result. This is the post-synthesis task. 

3.6 Experimental Results for the Pre-Synthesis Task 

We are using the HOL 90.7 version based on SML 0.93 running on a SUN 
Ultra-1 workstation with 64 Megabytes of main memory under SunOS 5.5. 
The proof script for the pre-synthesis verification part consists of about 850 
lines of SML code and is executed in about 4 seconds. 

Performing the pre-synthesis step required much experience with higher 
order logic theorem proving. It also required knowledge about the high level 
synthesis paradigm. The result of the pre-synthesis step are condition to be 
checked for concrete high level synthesis result. The procedure of checking 
these conditions, which forms the post-synthesis verification part, has also 
to be developed pre-synthesis. On the other hand, the application of this 
procedure needs no knowledge about the underlying formalism, because it is 
fully automated. 

4 POST-SYNTHESIS VERIFICATION PART 

4.1 Verification Procedure 

While the pre-synthesis work has to be performed once, the post- synthesis 
work is to be done for each concrete synthesis result. We therefore have to 
care for efficiency and automation of the verification procedure. For this task 
we do not use automatic decision procedure provided as contributions to the 
HOL system. Instead we first implement our own proving procedures as tactics 
and conversions in HOL. These tactics and conversions are then incrementally 
lifted to meta levels, i.e. they are first implemented in SML and then translated 
to C programs. That means, that proofs of subtheorems initially performed 
within the HOL logic may be also performed by decision procedures at meta 
levels, which then introduce the subtheorem as an axiom to the HOL proof. 
Deciding a property at the meta level is much faster than performing the 
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proof within the HOL logic. On the other hand, decisions at the meta level 
are less safe, because they do not form deductions in the HOL logic. We 
include switches in the proving procedures, which allow to decide for parts 
of the procedure whether they are to be performed at a meta level or at the 
HOL level. In this way, several levels of safety are introduced. At the lowest 
level of safety, the whole check of properties is based on C executables. At 
an intermediate level, the whole check is performed in SML. At the highest 
safety level, every proof is performed in the HOL logic. 

The simple idea behind the post-synthesis verification procedure is as fol
lows. A concrete specification and a concrete synthesis result are defined by 
introducing the enumeration types for OPS, ... , BUSS and by introducing 
the definitions of the hardware model functions flow, ... , ball. The proper
ties are first order terms with quantifications over finite sets represented by 
enumeration types and over natural numbers representing control steps. We 
have proved a theorem that allows to replace each quantification over natural 
numbers by a quantification over the finite set of operations. So all quantifica
tions reach over finite sets. Each 3-quantification is replaced by a disjunction 
and each 'v'-quantification is replaced by a conjunction. The remaining terms 
are boolean terms and applications of hardware model functions to constants 
of enumeration types or constant natural numbers. Rewriting with the def
initions of the model functions reduce the applications to constants. What 
remains are comparisons of constants which are replaced by truth values. 
Final rewriting completes the proof. 

4.2 Experimental Results for the Post-Synthesis Task 
With the platform mentioned in 3.6, we have performed the post-synthesis ver
ification procedure for several examples from the three scenarios mentioned. 
We here present results for one example for each scenario. EXAMPLE! is a 
working example performed by the AMI CAL system. EXAMPLE2 is a part of 
the IKS pseudocode, where the register transfer description has been extracted 
by hand from microcode and a logic level implementation. EXAMPLE3 is a 
basic block from a differential equation solver performed by SUSAN. The 
proof script containing proofs of lemmas as well as HOL level and meta level 
decision procedures consist of about 2000 lines of SML code. 

To guess the computation time for checking the conditions we have defined 
a complexity value cpx based on the nested quantifications (number of copies 
if quantifications are expanded, divided by 10000). This value has turned out 
to give a good estimate of the computation time needed to check a condition 
and to perform the whole task (e.g., the formula 'v'(op:OPS). Pop 1\ 3(v:VARS) 
(v':VARS). Q v v' has the complexity value IOPSI · IVARSI2 /10000). 

Characteristic values determining the complexity values of the examples 

are: complexity value lOPS I IVARSI IMODSI IBUSSI IREGSI 

EXAMPLE1 8.3084 6 8 2 4 4 

EXAMPLE2 18.3999 9 12 4 3 3 

EXAMPLE3 88.1776 12 16 3 4 5 
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For performing the verification task, we here consider three safety levels in 
more detail: a) a check only based on SML decision procedures, b) a HOL 
proof, where results of the application of model functions on constants is 
computed by SML functions rather than deduced in the HOL logic, and c) a 
full HOL proof. Fig. 4 gives the results for checking all conditions. 
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Figure 4 Checking conditions at three safety levels 

The computation times in seconds for the different properties is given for 
EXAMPLE3 in the following table (the acronyms indicate the properties): 

EXAMPLE3 s OS OIT NRO OOM NRBC NRMC NWBC NWRC 

complexity value 88.2 0.002 0.004 0.04 0.001 12.96 51.84 12.96 10.37 

ML check 7.4 0.1 0.2 1.2 0.1 1.1 1.2 1.8 1.5 

partial HOL proof 91.0 6.8 3.7 22.0 0.9 8.6 18.4 7.8 22.4 

total HOL proof 581.2 14.3 11.8 223.9 0.9 47.3 122.3 28.4 132.0 

These experiments and others have shown, that the global complexity value 
allows a good estimate of the computation time. If we look for improvements 
of the proof tactics, we may evaluate the complexity values and computation 
times of each property. The columns for NRO and NWRC complexity value 
and computation time are not well correlated. This indicates, that there are 
good chances to improve the tactics for proving these properties. We haven't 
done this so far. 

The check at the C level just needs 0.033 sec for EXAMPLE3, which is a 
dramatical speedup. In an interactive design process, concrete results could 
be checked online by the C version or by the SML version, while a version at a 
higher safety level is performed in the background. The designer may choose 
the safety level depending on the estimate of computation time and the stage 
of the design process. 

5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
We have presented the development of verification support for a high level 
design step as a case study for using higher order logic theorem proving to 
develop automatic verification procedures. A manual pre-synthesis verification 
step was manually to be performed in order to derive properties sufficient for 
correctness. The pre-synthesis step has been performed using the HOL system. 
In the design process, only the properties need to be checked for concrete 
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synthesis results. The HOL system has been used to develop the efficient 
post-synthesis verification procedure. The designer can choose between several 
safety levels of verification, where at the lowest level verification is performed 
by executing a C program and where at the highest level the complete proof 
is performed in HOL. 

The expressive power of higher-order logic helped to perform the pre
synthesis verification work, because several higher order patterns could be 
reused. The development of the post-synthesis verification procedure was sup
ported by user-defined proving tactics and conversions. The link of the logic 
to the meta level language turned out to very helpful for incrementally lifting 
the time expensive proofs in the logic to the much less time consuming checks 
at the meta level. It even allows to implement several safety levels of proofs, 
where safety refers to the fact that implementations at the meta level are 
more susceptible for errors than implementations in the logic . 
. We have presented three scenarios, where our verification procedure has 

been applied. The transformations on hardware description languages are 
mapped to transformations on the formal hardware models introduced here. 
In the third scenario, where register transfer level behaviour is extracted from 
a microprogram and a logic level hardware description aiming at a reimple
mentation, our verification procedure has turned out to be also reasonable to 
support the stepwise development of register transfer l~vel behaviour, where 
after each insertion of a new register transfer the register transfer model de
veloped so far is verified for consistency with an algorithmic description. This 
leads to the idea of using our most efficient version of the verification proce
dure in synthesis heuristics and in a tool supporting interactive synthesis. 

While the current version just supports the synthesis of basic blocks, we 
are now going to extend the method for loops and case decisions. 

We are also working on synthesis steps following the high level synthesis step 
presented here. The timing of register transfer level descriptions is based on a 
control step scheme, and there are several alternatives to implement a control 
step scheme by clocking schemes. We will apply formal synthesis methods to 
map control step based descriptions to clock cycle based descriptions. 
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